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Recap, what has changed?
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Simulations in Molecular Sciences

Atomic 
coordinates

● Force Fields

● Density Functional Theory 
(DFT)

● Quantum Chemistry 

Energies,
Forces,
Stress,
Electron density,
Spectra, ... 

We use DFT because:

● Can scale to large systems sizes (100s to 
1000s of atoms) + Periodic  boundary 
conditions

→ Condensed systems

● Non-empirical, hence unbiased

● Fully reactive
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How does DFT work ?

Quantum
Mechanics

Hohenberg - Kohn

Instead of solving Schrodinger equation, solve auxiliary system of non-interacting 
electrons (represented through electron density     ).

Procedure: Calculate   self-consistently → obtain energy, forces 

and other prop.  for minimizing density 

Problem:     not exactly known, needs to be approximated

(Kohn-Sham)
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Our (original) method 

Procedure: Calculate   self-consistently → obtain energy, forces 

and other prop. for minimizing density 

Problem:     not exactly known, needs to be approximated

Idea: Do the above with a reasonably cheap baseline approximation     ,
  
  correct the energy with a machine-learned functional of the density    
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Modifications 

 
Instead of adding a correcting layer, integrate the machine-learned functional into the 
minimization process.

Can correct density as well

Energy-conserving forces can be obtained directly

Non-trivial implementation



Implementation

NeuralXC

get_V()

Symmetrizer

get_symmetrized()

get_gradient()

MLPipeline

predict()

get_basis_instructions()

get_symmetrize_instructions()

Scheduler

Electronic Structure Code

SC loop Post-SCF

Calculator

ESC Symmetrizer MLPipelineDensityProjector

Projects the
electron density in
real-space onto a
set of basis
functions

Symmetrizes the
descriptors {C} w.r.t
rotations/reflections

Preprocessing (Scaling,
PCA etc.) and
prediction of E and its
derivative. All elements
in this pipeline have to
implement the get_
gradient() method.

DensityProjector

get_basis_rep()

get_V()

forces = True

forces = False

{C} {D}

dE/dDdE/dC

n(r)

V(r)

github.com/semodi/neuralxc



Results



Results - Water

Hexamers

Test set accuracies (all energies in meV/Molecule)

Dataset: 
Training: 640 Monomers, 1600 Dimers, 1200 Trimers 
Testing: 160 Monomers, 400 Dimers, 300 Trimers, 50 Tetramers, 50 Pentamers, …
Baseline: vdW-cx (GGA)
Reference: MB-pol

Exp: L. B. Skinner et al. J. Chem. Phys. 138, 074506 
(2013)

Oxygen-Oxygen pair correlation function

  SD, Fernandez-Serra (submitted), arXiv:1812.06572



Results - Benzene

Dataset obtained from [1]: 
Training: 1000 snapshots from MD
Testing: 500 snapshots
Baseline: PBE
Reference: CCSD(T) (cc-pVDZ) 

[1] Chmiela, S., Sauceda, H. E., Müller, K.-R., Tkatchenko, A., Nature Communications, 9(1), 2018, 3887

 Data-efficiency: model reaches full 
accuracy at only 8-10 training points.

 Transferability: model trained on 
benzene still remains (somewhat) 
valid for toluene 

 Accurate forces: self-consistent, 
conservative forces with MAE of less 
than 1kcal/mol make molecular 
dynamics at CCSD(T) level possible
 

Model accuracy: Benzene

Reference Energies [eV]
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Test set MAE of a model 
trained on Benzene

VDOS: Benzene, 300K

  SD, Fernandez-Serra (in preparation)



Results – small molecules

Dataset obtained from [1]: 
Training: 1000 snapshots from MD
Testing: 500 snapshots
Baseline: PBE
Reference: CCSD(T) (cc-pVDZ) 

[1] Chmiela, S., Sauceda, H. E., Müller, K.-R., Tkatchenko, A., Nature Communications, 9(1), 2018, 3887

50 training samples sufficient to reach max. errors below 
1kcal/mol (“chemical accuracy”) for all molecules 
except Malonaldehyde (requires 250 – 500 samples) 

Model trained on 
ethanol works well for 
water 

  SD, Fernandez-Serra (in preparation)



Fellowship/Collaborations



MolSSI Seed Fellowship

The 2019 Seed Fellows

My mentor, 
Samuel Ellis

● Financial support and mentoring over a 6 month period (January to July 2019)

● Bootcamp in January introducing fellows to agile and sustainable software 
development

● Weekly Skype meetings with my mentor Sam Ellis to set short-term goals and report 
progress

 

NeuralXC

get_V()

Symmetrizer

get_symmetrized()

get_gradient()

MLPipeline

predict()

get_basis_instructions()

get_symmetrize_instructions()

Scheduler

Electronic Structure Code

SC loop Post-SCF

Calculator

ESC Symmetrizer MLPipelineDensityProjector

Projects the
electron density in
real-space onto a
set of basis
functions

Symmetrizes the
descriptors {C} w.r.t
rotations/reflections

Preprocessing (Scaling,
PCA etc.) and
prediction of E and its
derivative. All elements
in this pipeline have to
implement the get_
gradient() method.

DensityProjector

get_basis_rep()

get_V()

forces = True

forces = False

{C} {D}

dE/dDdE/dC

n(r)

V(r)



Alec Wills

Water + Ion calculations



Collaborations

Luana 
Pedroza

Alberto Torres

“Investigating the behavior of water on gold surfaces”

Collaboration in planning

Linfeng Zhang Roberto Car
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Conclusion and Outlook

 We successfully trained a ML-based density functional that lifts PBE to the accuracy 
of a higher level method

 The method is highly data efficient 

 Once trained, it can be used at small additional computational cost

 It respects physical symmetries and conserves energy

 First results on transferability seem to indicate that method learns underlying physics

What remains to be done

 
 

 2019 2020

Improve performance

Implement more 
interfaces (PySCF and 

Quantum Espresso)

Root out bugs and 
improve user 
experience

Use more publicly avail. 
datasets; can universal 
functional be found? 

Water + Ions Water at interfaces 

CodeCode

PhysicsPhysics



Thank you!
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Water clusters
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Representation

Input: Expansion of electron density around each 
atom into orthonormal basis functions:

Atomic species

Electronic descriptors:

Atom index

Targets: Difference between reference and baseline energies

Potential: 
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